
BettorEdge Selects Quarter4 as Data
Supplier

Quarter4’s predictive analysis will provide BettorEdge users
with team and player probabilities, enhancing the betting
experience

NEWS RELEASE BY BETTOREDGE

 BettorEdge, an online no-fee sports betting exchange and social platform connecting sports

fans, today announced it has partnered with Quarter4, an AI-driven predictive sports data and

analytics provider, as its data supplier. The analytics provided will give BettorEdge users the best

pre-bet analysis available on the market.

“Our users are looking for any strategic advantage to give them a stronger leg-up with their bets,”

said BettorEdge co-founder Greg Kajewski. “This partnership with Quarter4 is a huge value-add

for our extremely engaged community of bettors. Quarter4’s data is independent, accurate and

verified and the seamless integration into our platform means our users can leverage this data in a

fast and efficient manner.”

Quarter4’s predictions are automatically generated by a validated deep learning neural network.

Combined are the historical statistics of yesterday with the big data of today to generate a

predictive data point for every player and team in select college or professional sports. With up to

2M predictions produced daily, and updated no less than every 15 minutes, the non-biased insights

deliver an intimate viewpoint for the bettor or fan.

“Quarter4 provides millions of data points that are transparent and easy-to-use. Whether they are a

casual bettor or a seasoned study, we provide as many meaningful forecasts as possible, so that

anyone who uses them gains an advantage,” said Danijela Covic, co-founder and CSO of

Quarter4. “Our integration with BettorEdge helps give the power back to the bettor by helping

them make the most informed bet.”

BettorEdge will integrate Quarter4's unique data so users are equipped with the best analysis in

price comparison, player and game outcomes. These predictions will be displayed on social feeds

as well as via game projections in the app and when comparing lines at different sportsbooks.
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“The future of sports betting depends on providing bettors with an educated journey. This can be

delivered by qualified big data that is personalized for individual experience levels,” said Kelly

Brooks, co-founder and CEO of Quarter4. “Through this partnership, we’re placing data at the

literal fingertips of bettors for their use, helping them make the most informed bet. Through

BettorEdge’s social feeds, we will also help spread this guidance as far as possible.”

 

About BettorEdge

BettorEdge was founded in 2019 following a University of Minnesota Sportradar

Innovation Challenge. Iowa native founders, now Minnesota residents, had a vision of

creating a more efficient sports betting marketplace that offered a better fan experience

at no fee to the consumer within the US. BettorEdge has a strong emphasis on giving the

edge to the bettor through offering a fair market, providing data and analytics and

creating a seamless social community. Access to their web app can be found at

app.bettoredge.com and additional information at BettorEdge.com.

 

About Quarter4

Quarter4 is a revolutionary artificial intelligence platform that generates 2 million daily

pregame and in game predictions for multiple professional and college sports. The easy-

to-use sports technology delivers proprietary insights, related to team and player

performance, via multiple delivery methods. Sportsbooks, data providers, media

agencies and affiliates are empowered with predictive analysis that is unique,

personalized and non-biased. The data is available via robust API, custom dashboard

and most recently, via embeddable products such as brackets, player affect simulators

and seeding probability widgets.
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